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TRANSITIONS AT POVERELLO HOUSE
Serving others
In the
Franciscan Tradition,
Poverello House
provides daytime hospitality for the
homeless that includes opportunity
for breakfast, lunch, laundry and
showers, as well as clothing .

Poverello House is named after St. Francis of Assisi. We strive for a Franciscan spirit to pervade our house of hospitality. We want our guests to feel
God's love. Marty and Mike, our live-in volunteers, work hard to keep the
house welcoming, and to serve as peacemakers in the rare times that our
guests are not getting along with each other. When our guests arrive at 8:00
AM, it is Marty and Mike who make sure a hearty breakfast is waiting for
them and that the house is clean and orderly.
More “behind the scenes” are our dedicated Board of Directors, who make
sure we have funds in the bank to pay our bills, who do the needed weekly
shopping, help put out our newsletter, organize our annual fundraising dinner (Oct. 4th, this year) and troubleshoot when problems arise.

In September, I'll be heading to our mission in Guaymas, Mexico until late spring 2017. We have a 45-year-old mission
there with a soup kitchen, free medical clinic, an orphanage and an old folks home. I'll be living there with four other
friars.
While I'm gone, the board has decided to hire Tommy Bassett to oversee the daily operation of Poverello House and to
be our liaison to the larger community. He will also organize our volunteers who cook and help staff the house. Tommy
has served at the men's winter shelter and the summertime cooling center for the homeless. Over the last 15 years,
Tommy has experience working with a variety of churches, promoting social justice.
Welcome Tommy!!

Yours in Christ and Francis,
David Buer, ofm

Reflections on Mercy

by Rhonda Miska

Mercy! What is it we are talking about when we talk about mercy – about God’s mercy, and our prayer to be merciful
as God is merciful? And how, in the words of Pope Francis, might we “rediscover and make fruitful” the mercy of
God? Pope Francis has said that mercy is “the very substance of the Gospel message,” and ”the mission of the Church
to be a witness to mercy”
Where does mercy live? Not in our heads. It is not something we can think ourselves into. Mercy resides in our
hearts—think of God telling God’s people in Ezekiel their hearts of stone will be replaced with hearts of flesh. Mercy
is in our bodies. There are two words—one Hebrew and one Greek—which show us something about the nature of
mercy.

The Greek word splanknon and the Hebrew word racham. Literally, splanknon can be translated as “guts” or even
“bowels” or entrails” — in the ancient Near East, this was the seat of passions and deep emotion. In our time, in English, we speak of knowing something in our gut—that deep, intuitive, visceral place within us.
The Hebrew racham —found primarily in the writings of the prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Hosea—translated as
“compassion” or “mercy” is closely related to the Hebrew word for ”womb.” It is another very bodily image—and a profoundly feminine one as well. In Isaiah 29, the prophet compares God’s mercy to a mother’s unconditional love, rhetorically asking: “can a woman forget her nursing child, and not have mercy on the child in her womb?”
(continued on page 3)
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CHRISTMAS IN AUGUST?
Every Christmas, Poverello House and our guests are the recipients of very
generous donations. Checks come in frequently, and deposits have to be
made more than once per week. The faithful of various parishes collect
funds for Christmas gifts for our guests such as new socks, hats, gloves and
even gift cards. It is a time of sharing, a time that helps our guests understand their dignity.

Jeanette Arnquist receiving the
Catholic Foundation Grant from
Bishop Gerald Kicanas.

But in the dead of the Tucson summer, the mail box is usually empty, and
we have to focus on the basics of keeping the guests cool and well fed. This
year things will be different. It will be Christmas in August! Thanks to a
grant from the Catholic Foundation of the Diocese of Tucson, each guest will
be receiving a new pair of jeans and new shoes. We will even be able to purchase some backpacks.
Keep this a secret, as the guests don’t know that Santa is coming!
Note that the Catholic Foundation grant also
funded the renovation to the patio area between the houses. We are very grateful for a
new shed and new fence. The work to improve the yard will continue over the next
few months

Thanks to the hard work of Mike Kennedy and his helpers, improvements in the yard at Poverello House have become a reality.

WELCOME TO THE
BOARD, AMY

New board member, Amy Arnold,
first learned about Poverello House Mark and Amy Arnold
from her friend Larry while she was
volunteering at the Workship project at the Z-Mansion.
He was one of the first homeless friends she ever made,
and during their weekly conversations, he always talked
about how much he looked forward to his visits at the
"monk’s house" (as it is known by some of the guys on
the street). Amy could tell from Larry’s description that
Poverello House was a place where he really felt at
home. She also knew it was a place she wanted to know
more about. She began volunteering at Poverello House
four years ago, and now feels honored to be on the board
with such amazing and inspiring people.
Amy was born and raised in Tucson. Along with her
husband and three-year-old son, she spends every Sunday morning at the Z-Mansion with the Workship group,
helping to feed, clothe, and provide medical care for
around 150-200 members of Tucson's homeless population. They have been doing that since 2011 and it holds a
very special place in their hearts.

AND VICKI
The passion for being of service to others began for Vicki Myers when she was
growing up in a large farm family. She
was one of nine children. She credits
her parents with setting an example
and teaching their children to be compassionate, to reach out to those with
less, and to help others however they could.

Vicki Myer

She and her husband, Richard, have continued to carry on
the legacy of her parents throughout their married life.
Over the years, their children were included in their outreach to the homeless, the elderly, and to others in need.
Since moving to Tucson, Vicki and Richard have been active with TIHAN (those living with aids), Pima Council on
Aging, High-Risk Youth, Bravo Base ( a homeless veteran’s
camp) and Poverello House. The mission of Poverello
House places a special tug on their hearts because one of
Richard’s brothers died homeless over twenty-five years
ago.
When Br. David called and asked Vicki to serve on the
board, she said she was “humbled and honored to accept
the position”. It is her hope that Poverello House will continue to be successful in carrying out its mission and she
intends to do all that she can to contribute to its future.
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Poverello House
A SPECIAL THANK YOU
As in the past, the Order
of Malta has chosen to
continue their generous
support of Poverello
House. The mission of
the Order of Malta is to
Jack and Jeanne O'Brien, minister to the sick and
Owen Cotton, and Chuck
the poor that live
Dunn of the Order of
amongst us. We are
Malta visiting Poverello
grateful that the guests
House.
at Poverello House continue to be beneficiaries of their generosity.

LARRY CAGNIA'S MEMORIAL SERVICE
On Monday, June 6, ten folks gathered in the living room at Poverello
House to commemorate the life of Larry Cagnia. Larry was a regular
guest on Wednesdays at Poverello House for over six years. After some
prayers led by Br. David, those gathered had a chance to remember
how friendly and helpful Larry always was. About three years ago,
Larry's kidneys began to fail and he had to go to the hospital twice a
week to get the fluids removed from his extended stomach. He never
complained about his regular ordeal and was always ready to help
when groceries needed to be carried in or if there was another way in
which he could be of assistance. Mike Kennedy prepared a delicious
breakfast that was served to the guests after the service concluded. All
agreed, our friend Larry will be missed.

SUMMER IN THE DESERT

Photos by Alan Krosofski

Reflections on Mercy (continued from page 1)
Mercy involves a willingness to be broken hearted—which is not easy to do. There is a temptation to numb out—either
by shutting out what is happening in the world around us and pretending tragedies and loss aren’t happening, or by
somehow making ourselves believe that those who suffer and don’t share our privilege are less human, or fundamentally different. Keeping our eyes open to the uncomfortable truth of suffering is just that: uncomfortable. This is where
we turn to our cloud of witnesses, finding countless women and men who have courageously lived out mercy.
”We must love to the point of folly,” said Dorothy Day. Our acts of mercy may often look like folly: as Dorothy said,
they tax our faith. Providing food or shelter to a chronically homeless addict who might never escape his chains of addiction; forgiving someone who has harmed us over and over; investing our time and energy in a person who has no
ability to repay us in any tangible way: these tax our faith. Only through the eyes of faith, only through transformed
and converted eyes, only when we (as Pope Francis says) “look beyond and not stop at the surface of things”, do these
acts make sense.
Matthew 25 doesn’t just tell us to love the deserving poor or those who express gratitude—it simply and powerfully
tells us that anyone in need is in fact the face of Christ in our world. We know that lives of mercy, that is to say authentic Christian lives aren’t easy. We don’t do this alone. We do this in community. Equally as important, we daily
choose to live mercy in union with Christ and out of a deep contemplative place. The stance of open-heartedness
(which inevitably leads to moments of broken-heartedness) only makes sense in these contexts: human community
and deep union with God nourished by prayer.
We commit ourselves—our full selves: bodies, hearts, hands, minds, splanknon and racham—to the works of mercy.
Inspired by countless women and men who witness to God’s endless mercy, we say “yes” yet again to do mercy—to
feed the hungry, visit the imprisoned, give drink to the thirsty, cloth the naked, visit the sick, bury the dead, shelter
the homeless—even when it looks like folly. We pray again for our eyes to see Christ in those in need and for our
hearts to be tender to their needs. May we with Dorothy Day and countless witnesses—walk the road of spiritual conversion and so enflesh God’s extravagant, endless mercy.
Rhonda Miska is a candidate with the Sinsinawa Dominican Sisters who teaches Religious Studies at Clarke University in Dubuque,
IA. She is also a freelance writer and poet who has been connected to the Catholic Worker movement for 18 years. Her online writing portfolio can be found at www.clippings/rhondamiska. This article originally published in the newsletter of Casa Alma Catholic Worker Community, Charlottesville, VA is reprinted with permission.

Poverello House costs about $4000 a month to operate. Any donation that you can contribute will be put right to
use to help pay for our rent, utilities, supplies, and food. Please use the enclosed envelope to make a tax-exempt
donation (residents of Arizona can also receive a tax credit).
Checks may be made payable to Poverello House.
Thank you.
Our Wish List—




Your financial support for the mission of Poverello House.
Folks to occasionally provide lunch for Poverello guests. The house is open from Wednesday to Sunday.



Volunteers to spend time at Poverello. A 4 hour shift, either from 8 AM to 12 noon or from 12 noon to 4 PM, once a
month, can make a difference.
Donations of used or new MEN’S clothing. The items most frequently requested are SOCKS, T-shirts, jeans, and comfort-



When the cold weather arrives warm jackets, hats and sleeping bags are much appreciated.

able underwear .

Want to help or have someone speak at your parish? Call Tommy Bassett at 520- 727- 0014

Poverello House
P.O. Box 50782
Tucson, 85703

To learn more about Poverello House visit www.tucsonpoverello.com

SAVE THE DATE
OCT. 4 —THE FEAST OF ST. FRANCIS
The Annual Poverello House Dinner
6:30 pm at Z Mansion
The newly established Poverello House Community Service Award will be
presented by Br. David to Jean Fedigan, Sr. Jose House President.

Watch the Mail for Your Invitation

